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Our statement of work
Bruin Marketing shall perform the following tasks:
1. Conduct secondary research and potentially primary research to provide credible,
data-driven information to justify Bruin Marketing’s recommendations. Research will include
written and online sources, competitive information, tour and assessment of Tualatin Taproom,
and targeted interviews with key individuals.
2. Perform a competitive assessment, which may include an evaluation of current competitive
environment, specific competitors, and potential consumer segments based on research.
3. Prepare a final report, which will include the following sections:
a. Executive Summary – The executive summary will include a concise overview of
the key findings from the market research
b. Market Research – The market research may include a description of the designated
market, economic, demographic, and audience analysis and relevant trends to provide
factual and data-driven competitive analysis
c. Analysis & Findings – Competitive analysis findings that potentially support
Brewing’s business planning
4. Present the report and findings via a presentation at George Fox University (Newberg)
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Executive Summary
The Bruin Marketing team has yielded several insights from our research, which are outlined in this
report.
Ancestry’s top four competitors are the Sherwood Hops n’ Drops, McMenamin’s, and Old Spaghetti
Factory, along with Red Robin in Tualatin. These competitors use a bevy of strategies to establish
themselves as family-friendly dining locations such as: A colorful kids’ menu, active and
participatory social media, and creative kid-centered promotions.
Bruin Marketing has also discovered demographic insights on the Tualatin area, where 77% of
inhabitants are college graduates, 33% have children, 2.4 people live in the average household,
$90,000 per year is the average income, and 37 years is the average age.
We have also found that the trend towards delivery when eating out will carry on past the
pandemic, which makes delivery and to-go options a viable path moving forward.
Clear, active, and participatory consumer engagement will help

capitalize on their presence

online, as well as enable them to pivot towards the family-friendly segment. Effective ways of doing
this could be announcing creative promotions like kids eat free day or Old Spaghetti Factory’s Let’sEat-Out promotion, responding to reviews, especially negative ones, and updating all social media
weekly.
With these opportunities and data points in mind, we humbly deliver this research over to
Brewing for strategic use and operational success.
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Competitive Analysis
and Opportunities
With the threat of the pandemic subsiding, restaurants look to their next hurdle: Business after
COVID. The pandemic rapidly transitioned the already shifting paradigm from strictly in-person
dining todelivery and take-out, along with emphasizing the importance of communication on
the major social media platforms.

Brewing is in prime position to rebound in 2021 with

a renewed presence as a localbrewery and family-friendly dining destination.
The goal of Bruin Marketing is to provide actionable competitive analysis to

Brewing

to aid in understanding trends and behaviors restaurants around them, as they seek to gain
insight into the Tualatin Taproom as a family dining destination for local residents. In alignment
with our Statement of Work, we have conducted demographic research to better understand
the Tualatin market and to better inform

Brewing’s strategy.

We have also conducted research into four of Ancestry’s primary competitors that represent a
family-friendly brand identity that

is shifting toward: Hops N’ Drops (Sherwood),

McMenamin’s (Sherwood), The Old Spaghetti Factory (Sherwood), and Red Robin (Tualatin).
This research includes kids’ menus and pricing analysis, along with interviews with various
restaurant managers.
We conducted further analysis of an Oregon brewery that has expanded its brand to one of a
family-friendly restaurant and brew pub. Through an in-depth interview with a representative
from this establishment, the Bruin Marketing research team gleaned valuable insights to inform
Brewing’s business planning and decision making.
In addition to this research, we provide an analysis of shifting consumer behavior and the
opportunities these shifts provide

Brewing as it plans its reopening and growth over

the next few years.
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Demographic Overview

‘

77%

33%

2.4

College graduated

Have Children

Avg. Household

$90,000

37

Avg. Income

Avg. Age

The team has identified the following demographic data for the Tualatin area:
¨ The population is 50.55% female and 49.45% male
¨ 33% of Tualatin families have children
¨ 2.4 family members is the average household size
¨ 77% of the population has graduated college
¨ $90,000 is the average household income
¨ The average age is 37

These data points suggest that Tualatin is largely a young family demographic with
significant opportunities to capitalize on this relatively untapped family market.i
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Key Finding #1

Family Dining Development

Our first key finding, Family Dining Development, will review:
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•

Local family dining competitors

•

Competitors’ kids’ menus

•

Trends & Opportunities
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: Local Family Dining Competitors
The Tualatin family dining market is saturated with chain restaurants and can benefit from a
new entry that has differentiated itself. Our team identified this market as a five-mile radius
from Ancestry, along with four main competitors. These competitors were chosen due to their
location within the radius, along with their strong presence in the family dining industry.
Ancestry’s four main competitors in the Tualatin area as follows: Hops N’ Drops (Sherwood),
McMenamin’s (Sherwood), Old Spaghetti Factory (Sherwood), and Red Robin (Tualatin). The
team thoroughly analyzed these competitors for the aspects of their business that appeal most
to families and the general consumer segments they target. The items reviewed include: Kids
menus, consumer engagement, and delivery options.
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: Competitors’ Kids’ Menus
Hops N’ Drops (Sherwood)
75% of families come in on
weekends/evenings
45% order kids’ meals
Most popular kids’ menu items:

1. Mac and Cheese
2. Chicken Tenders
3. Cheeseburger

Old Spaghetti Factory
(Sherwood)
90-95% of families come in on
weekends/evenings
80% order kids’ meals
Promotions
o Annual Drawing Contest - winnersget
featured on kid’s bowls
o Reading Rewards - read 5 books and
get approved by the teacher toreceive
a free kid's menu with an adult drink.
o L.E.O. (Let's Eat Out) - Pairs with local
schools passing out promotional
flyers. Kids bring in promotional
flyers. Once checked-out, flyer is
stapled to receipt. 10%of all revenue
from flyers gets donated back to the
school.
Most popular kids’ menu items:
1. Mac and Cheese
2. Side Meatball and Meat Sauce
3. Cheeseburger
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McMenamin’s (Sherwood)
70% of families come in on
weekends/evenings
Most popular kids’ menu item:
1. Pocket Hercules Burger

Red Robin (Tualatin)
80% of families come in on
weekends/evenings and 70% order
kids’ meals
Ziosk Tablets: Menu, ordering,
payment, and games for kids
20% of families purchase $1.99
ZeusPos games
Most popular kids’ menu items:
1. Mac and Cheese
2. Chicken Tenders
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: Competitors’ Kids’ Menus
Hops n Drops
¨ Crayons, crossword puzzles, Tic-Tac-Toe,
empty drawing space
McMenamin’s
¨ Coloring sheet w/ crayons
Old Spaghetti Factory
¨ Games and crayonsii
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: Trends and Opportunities
Although there are time-proven pillars of a typical kids’ menu, research has shown that 2540-year-olds are increasingly concerned about which restaurants have healthy food options
and will choose restaurants that offer this variety. Data shows that 37% of parents say it is
important to them that a restaurant has multiple options on the kids menu, while 29% say it
is important to have healthy options on the kids menu. A large industry study reveals that
47% of younger millennials are parents, and this number jumps to 54% among older
millennials (ages 34-41). Honing in on what customers are looking for as parents is
exceptionally important.iii

1.

Diversifying the menu satisfies health-conscious parents as well as younger picky eaters.
¨ Using words like local, organic, or sustainable will catch the eye of younger parents

2. Advertising healthy kid’s menu options has two-fold value
¨ The National Restaurant Association also has a program called the “Kids Livewell Healthy Dining

Program” launched in 2020, which promotes healthy kids menu options and already has 42,000
restaurants signed on to their program. To be on their list and receive free advertisement
through their channel, restaurants must create two meals and two side dishes that meet Kids
Livewell criteria, follow their default beverage policy (water, milk, juice), validate nutrition
information, and display the options on your menu. Advertising
’s switch to this
program could be a repeating advertising campaign that could yield great benefits.

¨ Will bring in parents who want to try new menu items along with health-conscious parents

3. Find new ways to reach children with effective campaigns and strategies
¨ Hops N Drops is utilizing the 50-cent donation from every kids meal being donated to local kids

in need. Having a fixed price on their menu helps meet this goal and be profitable.

¨ Other options worth considering are colorful crossword puzzles, Tic Tac Toe, pictures to draw,

Zeus POS
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Key Finding #2

Oregon Brewery Case Example
A key aspect of our analysis was researching other breweries in Oregon who had shifted to
a family-oriented restaurant atmosphere while also maintaining a brewpub feel. Through
direct research our team discovered a brewery that has successfully implemented a familyfriendly strategy, and one of our members conducted an in-depth interview with a
representative.
From this interview we discovered unique insights on their restaurant strategy, events,
pandemic best practices and challenges, delivery, menu, competition, location evolution,
cansversus bottles, and distribution.

Restaurant Strategy

Foster community for all ages around beer with a brewhouse feel and include event spaces
with good food that’s not too fancy but still tasty. In their marketing they focus on familyfriendly narrative with their biggest tool being social media.
Generally, the brewery’s demographics are 50-50 men and women and have more food to
generally appeal to women. An effective promotion they ran was a “Kids Eat Free Night” where
if parents purchase an entree, kids get a free one. This sort of promotion appeals more to
women.
This brewery also wins people over with their nontraditional beer styles and design brews with a
little bit of everything.

Location Evolution
The Oregon brewery has a gorgeous location that took a long period of renovations and used
to be office space. All wood tables, bars, and trim come from lumber from the founders’
property, hand-milled on-site, and are inspected by the founder for quality.

Menu

The founders of the brewery are foodies, so most menu items were made by the founders, not
the kitchen staff. All of their items are quality-centric to foster community and not turns. The
Oregon brewery prides itself in unusual menu items like Ahi Tuna and a pork loin burger.iv
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: Opportunities
1. Use intentional communication to pass the right message to your customers.
¨ Allow social media to be the vehicle in which you communicate with your customers most

effectively.
2. Seek opportunities to strengthen parent’s association with
dining destination.

Brewing as a family friendly

¨ Similar to the strategies we discussed utilized by Old Spaghetti Factory or Hop N Drops,

running events planned for families can help strengthen parents’ associations with Ancestry as
a family friendly brand. By offering an event such as a “Kids Eat Free” bi-weekly or once a
month, many parents can begin to make the association between a family friendly dining
choice and the
brand.

3. Explore events that reflect the image you want to portray.
¨ Seek opportunities to expand

’s reach and gain more customers - golf tournaments,
supporting charitable organizations, or events that reflect positively on your company brand.

¨ The brewery uses one drink in particular, which is named after a well-known, former athlete and

is a collaboration with him, with a portion of the proceeds going to The Doernbecher Children’s
Hospital Foundation.

4. Implement strategies like increased story branding that are received well by your target market.
¨ Use of story branding with the millennial (25-40) audience is incredibly effective, and that the

age 25-40 consumers are particularly inclined toward brands that implement story and evoke
emotional reactions around shared brand values and priorities.

¨ Increasing loyalty will result from a strongly communicated meaningful story that is consistent

in your media communications with customers as well as website and in-store branding.
¨ An avenue for communicating this could be through a video. Research conducted by PR

Newswire shows that 75% of 25-40 year old’s trust companies and brands with videos about
their products more than brands without videos, along with:
-

60% of Gen Xers (40-55) prefer video when learning about a new brand or product.

-

52% of Gen Xers (40-55) and 41% of baby boomers (55+) said video was most helpful
when making a purchase decision online.

¨ A high quality video detailing who

is, what the story of the company is, the goal of
where you would like to go, could have great effects on cementing who you are as a company
in the customer’s mind.v
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Key Finding #3

Customer Relations
: Online Engagement
Online engagement is a vital aspect of any business in the 21st century, and Bruin Marketing has
thoroughly evaluated the state of
We offer opportunities for growth on

’s consumer engagement and that of its competitors.
’s already large following and how to best pivot to

connect with customers.

’s Instagram
¨ 3,607 Followers, 629 Posts
¨ Good at sharing posts to their stories.
¨ Suggestions:
• Link tree
• Link to website, menu, andonline

orders (merch, beer,food, etc.). Use
Instagram business analytics
• Post more videos as they get more
viewer volume than posts
• Post photos with people in them
(customers, employees, etc.) – also have
a huge engagement rate
• Do giveaways asking for likes,shares,
comments, etc. gets your company
name out to other people and
businesses
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YouTube
¨ 1,042 views, 9 videos
¨ Last video was 3 years ago
¨ Suggestions:
• Optimize videos to get views
• Use hashtags to attract newviewers
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While the popular usage of Facebook and Twitter is waning, these platforms are vital for business
communication with their customers. Maintaining an active presence on these applications will
dictate the perceptions of
with the community around

’s brand and allow for customers to become better acquainted
.

Running promotions via social media and encouraging consumers to leave reviews and engage with
the brand online poses challenges, however, by properly managing the customer experience there is
substantial room for increasing positive interactions about the restaurant and increasing online
presence to boost confidence in

Facebook
¨ 3,318 likes, 6,916 people have
checked in on Facebook at their
location
¨ Hours of operation (12-8) show
their busiest times
¨ They don’t reply to customers
comments – especially questions

’s brand.

’s Twitter
¨ 535 Followers
¨ Have not posted since
November 16,2020
¨ Suggestions:
• Run a poll on Twitter about
brand, beer, food, etc.
• Schedule tweets for optimal
post times
• Post photos for higher
engagement

¨ Suggestions:
• Use Facebook business
•
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analytics
Do giveaways asking for likes,
shares, comments, etc. gets your
company name out to other
people and businesses
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: Online Reviews
Online reviews are an essential component of restaurant success, and

can differentiate

from their competitors by responding to all reviews, especially negative ones.
Responding portrays to customers that

is concerned about the quality of service along with

showing care for consumers by transforming a poor experience.

Yelp
¨ 314 reviews, with a 4 stars average
¨ Majority of the reviews are really good, and they
include photos of the product
¨ Suggestion:
• Respond to the reviews, especially oneswith
questions and ones that are lower

Google
¨ 1,261 reviews, with a 4.5 stars average
¨ Majority of the reviews are really good, and

they include photos of the product
¨ Suggestion:
• Respond to the reviews, especially oneswith
questions and ones that are lower
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: Opportunities
Healthy online presence has been one of the most important indicators of successful businesses
over the past ten years, and in 2021 customer relations has arguably never been more crucial. For
the restaurant industry in particular, using the internet to connect with customers has been the
chosen method of roughly 91% of polled restaurants.
While this presents a tremendous opportunity, it also requires commitment, consistency, and
dedication to effectively monitor and direct public opinion of your restaurant. Running promotions
via social media and encouraging consumers to leave reviews and engage with the brand online
poses challenges, however, by properly managing the customer experience there is substantial room
for increasing positive interactions about the restaurant and increasing online presence to boost
confidence in

’s brand.vi

¨ Be creative in how you ask for online reviews (Flyer on table, while guest is paying for

meal)
¨ Engage with negative and positive reviews consistently and often
¨ Allow social media to be the vehicle in which you communicate with your customers

most effectively.
¨ There’s something for everyone here…”, “Bring the family in for X event”, “Beer for the

parents, lemonade for the kids” with high quality images capturing these looks and
kids in the images
¨ By offering an event such as a “Kids Eat Free” bi-weekly or once a month, many

parents can begin to make the association between a family friendly dining choice
and the
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Key Finding #4

Delivery
Landscape: Throughout COVID-19, many restaurants have turned to delivery services such
as UberEATS, DoorDash, and Postmate to help increase sales volume. Below is a list of
nearby competitors that have utilized delivery to reach more customers.

Eatstreet

DoorDash

¨ Commission is 15% of total order
¨ Red Robin, OSF

¨ Recurring monthly fee for software

Postmates

“commission”)
¨ Competitor usage: McMenamin’s, OSF

accepting online orders

¨ Flat fee per order
¨ OR percentage of total order (AKA

¨ 15-30% commission of total order
¨ If restaurant uses direct deposit, the

fee increases .8% to a maximum of
$5
¨ Tablet and hardware rentals are
$5/month
¨ Competitor usage: Red Robin,
McMenamin’s, OSF
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GrubHub
¨ 20% marketing fee applied as a

percentage of each order receiveddirectly
from GrubHub platform

¨ 10% delivery fee
¨ Additional credit card and fraud

monitoring fees are applied to credit card
transactions

¨ Competitor usage: Hops n Drops,

Red Robin

UberEATS
¨ $350 one-time fee for tablet with

UberEATS software preinstalled

¨ Complimentary food photo shoot and

setup support

¨ 30% of total order to use platform
¨ 15% to use own delivery staff and/or

offer customer pickup

¨ Competitor usage: Hops and Drops, OSF,

Red Robin Sherwood & Tualatin

A study done by QSR magazine in October 2020 details important aspects of consumer behavior. With
a survey poll of 1,500 participants, they found that 69% said they would “probably only get restaurant
food for takeout/delivery.” A recent report shows that 44% of adults feel safe dining out. Although this
percentage has steadily climbedeach month, 56% of the surveyed individuals still do not feel
comfortable with outdoor dining.
This leaves a noteworthy pandemic-adjusted consumer segment that will be open to delivery options
and outdoor dining.vii
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Although reports clearly show that individuals are more comfortable with outdoor dining, delivery
and take-out seem primed to stay for the near future, with 30% of consumers saying they would use
UberEATS more frequently post-pandemic. This makes food delivery a viable option moving forward,
even with restaurants eventually being able to operate at full capacity.
On average, delivery services charge between 25-30% per transaction for pickup and delivery and
around 15% for facilitating curbside pick-up. Although restaurants are able to negotiate a better rate
based on their popularity, location, and pricing, most have found the percentage-per-transaction
does not fall below 25%. When profit margins are tight, this is a difficult percentage to give up. With
consumers planning to continue using delivery services at a higher rate after full reopening, delivery is
an option worth examining. As of now,
segments due to not having a delivery option.

Brewing is unable to reach certain consumer
viii

: Opportunities
Introduce delivery option:
¨ Retain customer loyalty and share of wallet
¨ Serve customers’ shifting needs and new behavior patterns
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Additional Opportunities
1. Consumer Engagement
¨ Family-friendly focus in marketing and social media posts
¨ Pictures of families eating at
¨ Promotions geared towards children
¨ Create posts about

’s commitment to safety from COVID

¨ Promotions centered around giving to a particular community cause
¨ Investing in a high quality camera and lighting for photos and videos to increase

level of customer engagement

¨ Planning photoshoots and conducting high-resolution editing
¨ Posts encouraging customers to engage online and to share their reviews

2. Restaurant Evolution
¨ Brightly lit signage to attract customers, along with announcing your family-friendly presence in

the community

¨ Steady renovations to the Tualatin location to be less industrial and more welcoming,

such as expanding the outdoor dining area, redesigning the interior with wood flooring,
and expanding the restaurant floor to the small lawn in the back

¨ Add unique items to the menu such as Ahi Tuna or an all-pork burger

3. Brand Evolution
¨ More specialty brews with nontraditional names and designs
¨ Develop a simple yet compelling slogan that will capture the hearts of customers

and associate positive emotions with your brand

¨ Center marketing around both a family-friendly atmosphere and a community

around crafted brews
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Conclusion
is in an ideal position to capture market share in the Tualatin family dining
restaurant field. By using effective kids’ menu design and promotion, integrating successful
practices of a similar establishment, focusing on customer relationship management, and
introducing delivery options,

is poised to make headway

in attaining its goals.
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